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 Since the explosion of reality television, it seems that everyone is trying to get 

famous.  Some of the people auditioning for The Voice or America’s Got Talent or So 

You Think You Can Dance, for example, have absolutely no voice, no talent, no 

dancing ability at all.  They must be auditioning just to get themselves on national 

television – even if they have to make a complete fool of themselves to do it.  I suppose 

there is something in all of us that wants attention.  We want to be recognized, to be 

appreciated, maybe even to be famous.  If we are recognized, then we exist, we seem to 

be saying.  At least someone thinks I’m talented or funny or smart or good-looking.  At 

least someone has noticed me. 
 

 As we gather for this Ash Wednesday, as we begin the season of Lent, Jesus 

advises us to engage in the traditional practices of Lent – to pray, to fast, and to give 

alms.  But more than that, he asks us to be quiet about it.  When we are fasting, we 

should not look glum and draw attention to ourselves – the notoriety is its own reward.  

When we give alms, we should not expect to see our name on a building or engraved in 

the list of donors.  We give alms to help others, not to draw attention to ourselves.  And 

when we pray, we should not make a show of it.  We are to pray privately.  Our goal in 

all of this is to avoid being noticed – by anyone but God, that is.  Of course, God always 

notices us, always has us in his loving embrace – but that’s not enough, is it.  So many 

people are trying to become the next American with Talent or the next Survivor, to win 

the next Amazing Race, or to become a Real Housewife of Timbuktu precisely because 

they do not feel God’s love, they do not experience his tender care.  Everyone, it seems, 

can be famous for fifteen minutes, can be seen by millions on television.  Very few, it 

seems, are satisfied with being a child of God.   
 

 That is our challenge this Lent, every Lent.  We are called once again to center 

ourselves on God, to recognize that our true identity can be found in the eyes of God, 

not in the eyes of the world.  And how do we do that?  Well, through prayer, fasting and 

almsgiving.  When we spend time in quiet conversation with the God who loves us, 

when we separate ourselves from the distractions of this world – food and comfort and 

entertainment, when we reach out to offer assistance to those in need – well, then we 

can begin to grow in God’s love.  You see, God’s love for us does not need to grow – it 

is already abundant.  What needs to grow is our capacity to accept and to respond to 

God’s love.  We fill our lives with so many things, constantly trying to win the approval 

of others.  This Lent, may we be satisfied with God’s approval, with his mercy.  You 

see, we don’t need to be recognized by millions.  We need to recognize that we are 

loved unconditionally by God. 


